Introduction
[2] Solid Earth geophysicists primarily use the Global Positioning System (GPS) to measure receiver positions at daily averaging periods using data recorded at 30 second intervals. In the past 5 years there has been increased interest in applying GPS techniques to measure geophysical signals at subdaily periods, including volcanic deformation [Larson et al., 2001] , ice sheet flow [Zwally et al., 2002] , and seismic waves [Nikolaidis et al., 2001] . Improving the precision of subdaily GPS position estimates will depend strongly on better modeling of the errors which in traditional GPS analyses are mitigated by averaging. The errors that dominate high-precision, high-rate GPS solutions on time scales of 10 -600 s are largely site and satellite geometry specific. Because the GPS satellite orbits were established and are maintained to achieve a daily repeating (sidereal) ground track, these errors are highly repeatable from day to day. This is the basis for the sidereal filtering concept suggested by Bock [1991] . In this paper we seek to modify this technique by more carefully considering the ground track repeat of the GPS satellites.
Sidereal Filtering
[3] High-rate GPS positioning precision is influenced by GPS measurement noise ($5 mm), the number and location of the satellites, and the ability to model errors associated with orbits, satellite and receiver clocks, atmospheric delays, antenna effects, and multipath. It was noted by Bock [1991] and Genrich and Bock [1992] that since some of these errors are related to satellite-receiver geometry, one could take advantage of the fact that the GPS satellite period is designed to be exactly half a sidereal day to mitigate these errors. For a receiver on the Earth, this means that satellites visible in the sky today should be visible in the exact same location 23 h 56 m 4 s (the sidereal day) later.
[4] The sidereal filtering concept has two steps and implementation requires data from two or more days. First, 1-Hz positions are estimated on day 1, assuming that the ground has not moved. These day 1 positions are low-pass filtered to remove high-frequency noise unrelated to the satellite-receiver geometry, shifted by the sidereal period (23 h 56 m 4 s) and subtracted from the estimated positions on the second day. This sidereal filtering is the basis for precise subdaily positioning results shown by Nikolaidis et al. [2001] and Bock et al. [2004] .
[5] Research groups have also discussed the correlation of GPS position estimates with respect to the sidereal day for multipath research [Elósegui et al., 1995; Seeber et al., 1997; Ding et al., 1999; Radovanovic, 2000; Wübbena et al., 2001; Forward et al., 2003; Park et al., 2004] . With the exception of Seeber et al. [1997] and Ding et al. [1999] , these authors assumed that GPS satellites have a sidereal repeat period. Seeber et al. [1997] were the first to notice that the satellite repeat period was both not sidereal and varied for different satellites. Ding et al. [1999] also commented on the non-sidereal orbit repeat period, but they could not isolate its true repeat time because they were collecting data at 15 s intervals. To better understand the impact of orbit repeat period variability on the efficacy of sidereal filtering, we first calculate satellite repeat periods for the past year; we then assess the true repeat period's impact on high-rate positioning precision.
GPS Orbit Repeat Period
[6] The repeat period of GPS satellites can be assessed in multiple ways. The pseudorange multipath observable, for example, is sensitive to orbit repeat period ( Figure S1 [Ji et al., 2004] evaluated the precision of unfiltered 1-Hz GPS positions, we use the same GPS sites [Langbein and Bock, 2004] in this study. We focus on the 7 satellites visible at 19:15 UTC, 22 December 2003 to illustrate the variability of orbit repeat times.
[7] Figure 1 shows that the repeat periods of the satellites are not precisely sidereal, but rather are offset from the sidereal repeat period and distinct for each satellite. The secular drifts in repeat period are due to resonance effects with the tesseral harmonics in the Earth's gravity field [Chao and Schmitt, 1991] , and the small amplitude oscillations are perturbations produced by lunar gravity (George Rosborough, personal communication, 2004) . The large, abrupt changes in the repeat period are the result of satellite maneuvers. In addition to the satellites shown, other satellites in the constellation had much larger variations. For example, the repeat period of satellite 23 was 86 s less than sidereal before it was maneuvered.
[8] Why do the GPS satellites not have a sidereal repeat period? The operational constraint used by the Department of Defense is not that the orbit periods be sidereal but that the GPS ground tracks be fixed. Specifically, the Department of Defense keeps the longitude of the ascending node within ±2°of its nominal value [Chao and Schmitt, 1991] . The orbital period of the satellites is set $4 s faster than half-sidereal to compensate for the dominant nodal drift rate caused by J2. This puts the GPS satellite over the same longitude every day. Thus, we should expect the orbit repeat time for GPS satellites to generally be $8 s earlier than sidereal and it is. The satellite maneuvers shown in Figure 1 were made to reposition satellite orbits that have drifted outside of the specified tolerance.
[9] In sidereal filtering, the position series are shifted by the sidereal period. How should we shift position estimates when, for this example, there are seven distinct orbit repeat periods? As long as the satellites used in the position estimates do not change, the repeat period used for the ''modified'' sidereal filter is the mean of the individual orbit repeat periods. For the satellites shown in Figure 1 at 19:15 UTC, 22 December 2003, the mean orbit repeat time is $9 s less than sidereal, so the position estimates should be shifted by 23 h 55 m 55 s (see supplement, Figure S2 ).
Positioning Improvement
[10] It was previously demonstrated that filtering using a sidereal repeat period does improve high-rate positioning precision at the 30 s data rate [Bock et al., 2000] . Here we assess the impact of using a modified sidereal filter on higher-rate data, where the mean orbit repeat period is used to determine the appropriate time shift. We used data from the 12 1-Hz GPS sites in the Parkfield array [Langbein and Bock, 2004] . A two hour time period (18:15 -20:15 UTC) of GPS data on 21 and 22 December 2003 was analyzed using the techniques described by Larson et al. [2003] . Orbit parameters are held fixed to their IGS values [Beutler et al., 1994] . The position of one site (WHYT) outside the array is tightly constrained to agree with its ITRF2000 value [Altamimi et al., 2002] ; the positions of the other sites are estimated every second. Other estimated parameters include satellite and receiver clocks, constant zenith troposphere delays, and carrier phase ambiguities. Ambiguities were resolved using the pseudorange widelaning technique of Blewitt [1989] .
[11] We use the time period 18:30-19:15 UTC to evaluate our filters because a constant set of 7 satellites was tracked during this time. Estimated positions on 21 December 2003 were box-car filtered (7 and 11 seconds, for the horizontal and vertical components, respectively) to reduce high frequency noise, shifted by the mean orbit repeat period, and then subtracted from the estimated positions on 22 December 2003. We also computed filtered solutions using the sidereal period. Figure 2 shows estimated positions for site HUNT. The improvement in noise level for both filters is clear, particularly in the north and vertical components. To evaluate the improvement of the filtered solutions at different frequencies, we averaged three 15 minute segments and computed the power spectral density (Figure 3 ). We can see that both filters significantly improve position estimates at frequencies below 0.004 Hz. Using the modified sidereal filter removes more noise between frequencies of 0.004 -0.04 Hz than the standard sidereal filtering technique.
[12] To compare with Ji et al. [2004] , we also calculated the standard deviation of the station positions for the 500 seconds before 19:15 UTC, 22 December 2003. Figure 4 compares the standard deviations from the two filtering techniques and demonstrates that although the error in the sidereal filter is small, it is clearly less precise than the orbit repeat period filtering results. Specific position improvements for each site in the Parkfield array are given in Figure S3 (see supplement).
Discussion
[13] Our demonstration focused on calculating and evaluating the mean orbit repeat period for 19:15 UTC 22 December 2003. This orbit repeat time is not valid for other times of that same day. As shown in Figure 5 , the mean orbit repeat time varies by 5 seconds during the day. This simply reflects that different satellites are visible at different times of the day, and thus the mean orbit repeat period varies as well. This demonstrates that high-rate GPS users should evaluate the mean orbit repeat time at subdaily intervals for highest precision results. Although the orbit repeat period for the GPS constellation can be determined and applied after the fact, the need for using the correct orbit repeat period is particularly important for those who have implemented real-time sidereal GPS filtering.
Conclusions
[14] We investigated the orbit repeat time of the GPS constellation in order to determine its impact on filtering 1-Hz GPS positions. Using the data previously discussed by Ji et al. [2004] , we determined that the generally assumed sidereal repeat period is incorrect and the orbit repeat time is $9 s earlier for these data. Using this repeat period significantly improves the precision of 1-Hz GPS positions at frequencies from 0.004 -0.04 Hz. This result will be helpful as 1-Hz positions are used in more seismic applications [Miyazaki et al., 2004] . A more accurate assessment of the orbit repeat period also has useful implications for hazards monitoring and ionosphere and troposphere studies. 
